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超高光度X線源パルサー

M82 X-2のライトカーブ

Bachetti ’14

P(s)
Pdot  
(s s-1)

Lx  
(erg s-1)

Lpulse  
(erg s-1)

ULX M82 
X-21 1.37 -2x10-10 1.8x1040 4.9x1039

NGC 7793 
P132,4 0.42-0.417 -4x10-11 2~5x1039 ~1x1039

NGC 5907 
X13,5 1.43-1.13 -5x10-9 <1x1041 <1040

- 回転周期１秒程度を持ち、10-11 - 10-9 s s-1程度の割合でスピンアップ 
- パルス成分はX線光度の10%程度 
- パルスが見つかっていない超高光度X線源でもULX Pulsarと似たようなスペクトルを
持つものもある (Pintore’17). 
- ULXのパワーを説明するためにはBHよりも中性子星の方がよいかもしれない (King’16)

d 5 169u409 47.90) to be consistent with the location of M82 X-2 (Fig. 3).
Monitoring by the Swift satellite establishes that the decrease in the
nuclear region flux seen during observation (ObsID) 011 (see Extended
Data Table 1) is due to fading of M82 X-1. The persistence of pulsations
during this time further secures the association of the pulsating source,
NuSTAR J09555116940.8, with M82 X-2. We derive a flux Fx(0.5–
10 keV) 5 4.07 3 10212 erg cm22 s21, and an unabsorbed luminosity
of LX(0.5–10 keV) 5 (6.6 6 0.1) 3 1039 erg s21 for M82 X-2 during the
Chandra observation.

The detection of coherent pulsations, a binary orbit, and spin-up behav-
iour indicative of an accretion torque unambiguously identify NuSTAR
J09555116940.8 as a magnetized neutron star accreting from a stellar
companion. The highly circular orbit suggests the action of strong tidal
torques, which, combined with the high luminosity, point to accretion
via Roche lobe overflow. The orbital parameters give a Newtonian mass
function f5 2.1M[ (here M[ indicates the solar mass), and the lack of
eclipses and assumption of a Roche-lobe-filling companion constrain the
inclination to be i, 60u. The corresponding minimum companion mass
assuming a 1.4M[ neutron star is Mc . 5.2M[, with radius Rc . 7R[.

It is challenging to explain the high luminosity using standard models
for accreting magnetic neutron stars. Adding the Chandra-measured
E , 10 keV luminosity to the E . 10 keV pulsed flux (NuSTAR cannot
directly spatially resolve the ULX), NuSTAR J09555116940.8 has a lumi-
nosity LX(0.5–30 keV) < 1040 erg s21. Theoretically, the X-ray luminosity
depends strongly on the magnetic field and the geometry of the accre-
tion channel, being largest for a thin, hollow funnel that can result from
the coupling of a disk onto the magnetic field10. A limiting luminosity

LX<
lo

2pdo
LEdd, where lo is the arc length of the funnel, do its thickness,

and LEdd the Eddington luminosity, can be reached if the magnetic field
is high enough (B $ 1013 G) to contain the accreting gas column8. Ratios
of lo/do < 40 are plausible, so that the limiting luminosity can reach
LX < 1039 erg s21, implying mass transfer rates exceeding the Eddington
value by many times. Beyond this, additional factors increasing LX could
result from increased LEdd due to very high (B . 1014 G) fields, which
can reduce the electron scattering opacity17, and/or a heavy neutron star.
Some geometric beaming is also likely to be present.

This scenario is, however, difficult to reconcile with the measured rate
of spin-up. The spin-up results from the torque applied by accreting
material threading onto the magnetic field18,19. NuSTAR J09555116940.8
is likely to be in spin equilibrium, given the short spin-up timescale,
P= _P<300yr. Near equilibrium, the magnetosphere radius, rm, is com-
parable to the co-rotation radius (the radius where a Keplerian orbit
co-rotates with the neutron star):

rco~
GMNSP2

4p2

! "1=3

~2:1|108 MNS

1:4M8

! "

Here G is the gravitational constant, MNS is the neutron star mass, and
rco is in cm. With this assumption we can convert the measured torque,
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Figure 1 | The X-ray light curve and pulsations from the region containing
NuSTAR J09555116940.8. a, The background-subtracted 3–30 keV light
curve extracted from a 700-radius region around the position of NuSTAR
J09555116940.8. Black and red indicate the count rate from each of the two
NuSTAR focal plane modules (FPMA and FPMB; 1s errors). The vertical grey
labels indicate different observations. b, Detection of the pulse period. Data
(black points) are fitted using the best sinusoidal ephemeris (blue dashed line).
The mean period is 1.37252266(12) seconds, with an orbital modulation period
of 2.51784(6) days. The dashed vertical lines through all panels delineate the
contemporaneous Chandra observation. c, Pulsed flux as a fraction of the
emission from the 700 region. Insets, pulse profile at indicated points,
normalized so that s 5 1.
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Figure 2 | The spin-up behaviour of NuSTAR J09555116940.8. a, The
residual period after correcting for the sinusoidal orbital modulation given in
Extended Data Table 2. The period, displayed through the best-fit in Extended
Data Table 3, decreases consistently, but the spin-up rate is changing. b, Time
of arrival (TOA) residuals after removing the best-fit sinusoidal orbital
modulation and a constant period derivative (the parameters are shown in
commonly used units26). PEPOCH, F0 and F1 are the reference time and the
pulse frequency and its derivative, respectively. There is a clear trend
independent of the choice of time binning (30, 40 or 50 ks) that results from the
variable spin-up. c, Residuals after a smooth curve is fitted to the TOA residuals.
Residual noise remains in the TOAs at the 100 ms level (1s uncertainties).
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d 5 169u409 47.90) to be consistent with the location of M82 X-2 (Fig. 3).
Monitoring by the Swift satellite establishes that the decrease in the
nuclear region flux seen during observation (ObsID) 011 (see Extended
Data Table 1) is due to fading of M82 X-1. The persistence of pulsations
during this time further secures the association of the pulsating source,
NuSTAR J09555116940.8, with M82 X-2. We derive a flux Fx(0.5–
10 keV) 5 4.07 3 10212 erg cm22 s21, and an unabsorbed luminosity
of LX(0.5–10 keV) 5 (6.6 6 0.1) 3 1039 erg s21 for M82 X-2 during the
Chandra observation.

The detection of coherent pulsations, a binary orbit, and spin-up behav-
iour indicative of an accretion torque unambiguously identify NuSTAR
J09555116940.8 as a magnetized neutron star accreting from a stellar
companion. The highly circular orbit suggests the action of strong tidal
torques, which, combined with the high luminosity, point to accretion
via Roche lobe overflow. The orbital parameters give a Newtonian mass
function f5 2.1M[ (here M[ indicates the solar mass), and the lack of
eclipses and assumption of a Roche-lobe-filling companion constrain the
inclination to be i, 60u. The corresponding minimum companion mass
assuming a 1.4M[ neutron star is Mc . 5.2M[, with radius Rc . 7R[.

It is challenging to explain the high luminosity using standard models
for accreting magnetic neutron stars. Adding the Chandra-measured
E , 10 keV luminosity to the E . 10 keV pulsed flux (NuSTAR cannot
directly spatially resolve the ULX), NuSTAR J09555116940.8 has a lumi-
nosity LX(0.5–30 keV) < 1040 erg s21. Theoretically, the X-ray luminosity
depends strongly on the magnetic field and the geometry of the accre-
tion channel, being largest for a thin, hollow funnel that can result from
the coupling of a disk onto the magnetic field10. A limiting luminosity

LX<
lo

2pdo
LEdd, where lo is the arc length of the funnel, do its thickness,

and LEdd the Eddington luminosity, can be reached if the magnetic field
is high enough (B $ 1013 G) to contain the accreting gas column8. Ratios
of lo/do < 40 are plausible, so that the limiting luminosity can reach
LX < 1039 erg s21, implying mass transfer rates exceeding the Eddington
value by many times. Beyond this, additional factors increasing LX could
result from increased LEdd due to very high (B . 1014 G) fields, which
can reduce the electron scattering opacity17, and/or a heavy neutron star.
Some geometric beaming is also likely to be present.

This scenario is, however, difficult to reconcile with the measured rate
of spin-up. The spin-up results from the torque applied by accreting
material threading onto the magnetic field18,19. NuSTAR J09555116940.8
is likely to be in spin equilibrium, given the short spin-up timescale,
P= _P<300yr. Near equilibrium, the magnetosphere radius, rm, is com-
parable to the co-rotation radius (the radius where a Keplerian orbit
co-rotates with the neutron star):

rco~
GMNSP2

4p2
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Here G is the gravitational constant, MNS is the neutron star mass, and
rco is in cm. With this assumption we can convert the measured torque,
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Figure 1 | The X-ray light curve and pulsations from the region containing
NuSTAR J09555116940.8. a, The background-subtracted 3–30 keV light
curve extracted from a 700-radius region around the position of NuSTAR
J09555116940.8. Black and red indicate the count rate from each of the two
NuSTAR focal plane modules (FPMA and FPMB; 1s errors). The vertical grey
labels indicate different observations. b, Detection of the pulse period. Data
(black points) are fitted using the best sinusoidal ephemeris (blue dashed line).
The mean period is 1.37252266(12) seconds, with an orbital modulation period
of 2.51784(6) days. The dashed vertical lines through all panels delineate the
contemporaneous Chandra observation. c, Pulsed flux as a fraction of the
emission from the 700 region. Insets, pulse profile at indicated points,
normalized so that s 5 1.
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Figure 2 | The spin-up behaviour of NuSTAR J09555116940.8. a, The
residual period after correcting for the sinusoidal orbital modulation given in
Extended Data Table 2. The period, displayed through the best-fit in Extended
Data Table 3, decreases consistently, but the spin-up rate is changing. b, Time
of arrival (TOA) residuals after removing the best-fit sinusoidal orbital
modulation and a constant period derivative (the parameters are shown in
commonly used units26). PEPOCH, F0 and F1 are the reference time and the
pulse frequency and its derivative, respectively. There is a clear trend
independent of the choice of time binning (30, 40 or 50 ks) that results from the
variable spin-up. c, Residuals after a smooth curve is fitted to the TOA residuals.
Residual noise remains in the TOAs at the 100 ms level (1s uncertainties).
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1:Bachetti’14, 2,3: Israel’16,4,5: Furst

現在わかっているパルスを持つ
超高光度X線パルサー

ULX Pulsar: エディントン光度を超える光度を持つ中性子星

Ultra Luminous X-ray source (ULX) 
isotropic luminosity exceeds LE



中性子星へのガス降着のシミュレーション研究
強磁場中性子星 MRI-driven accretion on to magnetized stars 71

Figure 7. A 3D view of accretion on to a star with a large magnetic field, B ′
⋆ = 10, at large " = 30◦ (left-hand panel) and small " = 2◦ tilts. The green

background shows one of the density levels, the blue colour shows the equatorial density slice, and the lines are sample magnetic field lines.

Figure 8. Slices of the density distribution (colour background) and sample field lines in the case of a star with a dynamically important magnetic field
(B ′

d = 10) and a large tilt (" = 30◦). The left-hand panels show the x–z and y–z slices, while the right-hand panel shows the equatorial x –y slice.

by the stellar magnetosphere and the matter flows towards the star
forming a funnel flow. One can see that the funnel streams are
not symmetric: the accretion rate is higher from the left side than
from the right side. This is in contrast with earlier 3D simulations
of accretion from α-discs, where the funnel streams are symmet-
ric (see e.g. fig. 4 of Romanova et al. 2004). The asymmetry is
connected with the fact that matter approaches the magnetosphere
of the star and then accretes in large-scale turbulent cells, which
are usually closer to one of the poles than to another. Fig. 7 (left-
hand panel) shows a typical process of accretion of the turbulent
cell.

The bottom panel of Fig. 9 shows the distribution of different
variables in the equatorial plane. One can see that the density ρ is
highly variable in the inner disc, and it is very small inside the mag-
netically dominated magnetosphere. The azimuthal component of
the field, Bφ , is a few times larger than the Bz-component. Inside the
magnetosphere, the toroidal field is much smaller than the poloidal
field.

The inner radius of the disc coincides with the point at which our
modified plasma parameter β1 (equation 2) is unity. The vertical
dashed lines in Fig. 8 show the radii where β1 = 1. One can see
that the magnetospheric radius to the left of the star, rm1 ≈ 2.4, is
smaller than to the right, rm2 ≈ 3. The asymmetric nature of the

magnetospheric surface is also seen in Fig. 8 (right-hand panel).
Top panel of the figure also shows that the funnel streams have a
finite width and some matter starts flowing to the funnel from larger
radii, r ≈ 3–4.

Matter moves to the funnel flow due to the gravitational force,
which dominates over the centrifugal force (in our case of a slowly
rotating star). The lifting of matter to |z| > 0 to the funnel starts
at the radius where the azimuthal motion of the inner disc matter
slows down due to an interaction with the magnetosphere. This oc-
curs at r ≈ 4–5. The magnetosphere is small, while the disc has a
finite thickness due to the turbulent nature of the flow. Hence, the
magnetosphere is not a large obstacle for the flow of matter towards
the star.12 The matter pressure gradient force also contributes to the
lifting, though the role of this force is not as significant as in the
case of the aligned dipole (e.g. Romanova et al. 2002; Campbell
2010). Note that axisymmetric simulations of the MRI-driven ac-
cretion were performed at a much lower, realistic temperature in

12 Note that the situation is different in cases of much large magnetospheres
of X-ray pulsars and strongly magnetized white dwarfs in cataclysmic vari-
ables, where the height of the magnetosphere may be orders of magnitude
larger than the thickness of the disc.

C⃝ 2012 The Authors, MNRAS 421, 63–77
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2012 RAS
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仮定） 
　- α-viscosity (no B field) 
　- 輻射の拡散近似 
　- コンプトン散乱を無視 
　- 相対論効果を無視

弱磁場中性子星

Ohsuga ’07

83-4 Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan (2016), Vol. 68, No. 5

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional diagrams displaying mass and energy flows of supercritical column accretion at the elapsed time of t = 0.0335 s. The two
left-hand panels (a) and (b) show the structure of a column within r = 37 km, whereas the two right-hand panels (c) and (d) are magnified views of
the innermost region enclosed by the gray squares in the left-hand ones. In each pair of panels, the left-hand panels (a) and (c) show matter density
color contours overlaid with matter velocity, while the right-hand ones (b) and (d) show color contours of radiation energy density overlaid with
radiation flux in the laboratory frame (i.e., F 0 + vE0). The radial profile of the radiation luminosity leaked from the side of accreting column with an
area of !S ≡ 2πr sin θ!r is shown in the inserted figure, where !r ∼ 0.2 km is the mesh spacing. (Color online)

luminosity (≃2 × 1038 erg s−1) at r < rshock, where
!S ≡ 2πrsin θ!r with !r being the mesh spacing (!r ≈
0.2 km near the NS surface). The total luminosity amounts
to L ∼ 6 × 1040 erg s−1 ∼ 300LE, as explicitly shown later.

In order to check how physical quantities vary as matter
falls in the settling region, we plot the azimuthally aver-
aged gas density and velocity in figure 2. We find that
mater density gradually increases downward by about two
orders of magnitude, while the absolute value of gas velocity
decreases downward by roughly the same orders of mag-
nitude. These gradual changes arise, since we azimuthally
averaged the physical quantities, and since the shock sur-
face is not parallel to NS surface but is tilted (see figure 1).
Note also that the radiation entropy displayed in the bottom
panel shows a hump with a plateau shape below the shock
region, indicating that energy dissipation really occurs there
and that dissipated energy directly converts to radiation,
with very little becoming gas. (Note that the gas entropy
is very small, compared with the radiation entropy.) The
plateau’s shape indicates that the radiation gains entropy
from gas and loses entropy via outgoing radiation at
similar rates.

We have so far confirmed that supercritical accretion
actually occurs through the accretion column. The next
issue is to clarify how it occurs despite huge radiation

Fig. 2. (Top) Azimuthally averaged radial profile of the matter density
and the velocity at the elapsed time of t = 0.0335 s. Each quantity is
averaged in the θ direction, e.g., 2π

! θout
0 ρr2 sin θdθ/(2π

! θout
0 r2 sin θdθ).

A weak shock formed at r ∼ 13 km separates the upper, nearly free-fall
region (shaded region) and the settling region, in which gas is dras-
tically decelerated by the radiation pressure and thus matter is being
accumulated. (Bottom) Same as the top panel but for gas entropy and
radiation entropy.

energy density accumulating on the NS surface. For this
purpose, we examine how the conversion of gas energy
into radiation occurs using figure 3. Here, the plotted
quantities are either the volume-integrated energy
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Kawashima ‘16

Romanova ’12

何故中性子星への超臨界降着が可能なのか？

仮定） 
　- 大局計算 
　　　輻射冷却・輻射力を無視 
　      = 低い降着率を仮定 
   - 局所計算 
　　　円盤と磁気圏の相互作用を無視 
　　　自由落下を仮定　



Accretion to Neutron Star

Non-Rotating NS  
M=1.4Msun

Non-Rotating BH 
M=10Msun

For simplicity, we consider unmagnetized neutron star. 

ρρ EradErad

Takahashi, Mineshige, Ohsuga submitted

Energy/mass are 
accumulated

From here, 2.5-dimensional  results, sorry



インフロー＆アウトフロー

NS  
surface

outflow

inflow

outflow

inflow

def. of outflow/inflow rate

Non-Rotating Black Hole Non-Rotating Neutron Star

black: inflow rate 
red   : outflow rate 
blue : inflow-outflow

ISCO

Takahashi, Mineshige, Ohsuga submitted

BH horizon

⚪ブラックホール 
  質量降着はBH horizonまで続く 
  強いアウトフローは6rgより外側からでる 
⚪中性子星 
 質量降着はBHに比べて桁で小さくなる 
 →非常に強いアウトフローが全体にわたって出ている 
  

ISCO



流線

中性子星表面からの 
アウトフロー

中性子星への 
ガス降着

大局的構造

円盤内には膨大な輻射エネルギーが貯められている 
NSでは非常に強いアウトフローが発生し、 

NS表面での降着量は臨界降着程度に抑えられる

輻射エネルギー 流線
Takahashi, Mineshige, Ohsuga submitted

BH NS



円盤内の力のバランス
遠方では重力＝遠心力NS近傍で遠心力の低下 

→大気との衝突

外向きの輻射力の増大 
重力よりは弱い

NS表面にたまった輻射エネルギーによる外向きの力 
ただし輻射力は重力よりは弱い

Takahashi, Mineshige, Ohsuga submitted



中性子星表面での大気の形成

中性子星表面にたまった 
ガス、輻射エントロピー分布

仮定１： 
大気は輻射圧で支えられている

仮定2： 
大気でのエントロピー生成は小さい

赤道面での密度、輻射エントロピー分布

数値計算で得られた大気を説明出来る

NS表面に蓄えられた輻射エネルギーはつねに静水圧平衡 
を保つ(円盤を吹き飛ばさない)ように分布している。

∝r-3

∝r-3

Takahashi, Mineshige, Ohsuga submitted
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Figure 7. A 3D view of accretion on to a star with a large magnetic field, B ′
⋆ = 10, at large " = 30◦ (left-hand panel) and small " = 2◦ tilts. The green

background shows one of the density levels, the blue colour shows the equatorial density slice, and the lines are sample magnetic field lines.

Figure 8. Slices of the density distribution (colour background) and sample field lines in the case of a star with a dynamically important magnetic field
(B ′

d = 10) and a large tilt (" = 30◦). The left-hand panels show the x–z and y–z slices, while the right-hand panel shows the equatorial x –y slice.

by the stellar magnetosphere and the matter flows towards the star
forming a funnel flow. One can see that the funnel streams are
not symmetric: the accretion rate is higher from the left side than
from the right side. This is in contrast with earlier 3D simulations
of accretion from α-discs, where the funnel streams are symmet-
ric (see e.g. fig. 4 of Romanova et al. 2004). The asymmetry is
connected with the fact that matter approaches the magnetosphere
of the star and then accretes in large-scale turbulent cells, which
are usually closer to one of the poles than to another. Fig. 7 (left-
hand panel) shows a typical process of accretion of the turbulent
cell.

The bottom panel of Fig. 9 shows the distribution of different
variables in the equatorial plane. One can see that the density ρ is
highly variable in the inner disc, and it is very small inside the mag-
netically dominated magnetosphere. The azimuthal component of
the field, Bφ , is a few times larger than the Bz-component. Inside the
magnetosphere, the toroidal field is much smaller than the poloidal
field.

The inner radius of the disc coincides with the point at which our
modified plasma parameter β1 (equation 2) is unity. The vertical
dashed lines in Fig. 8 show the radii where β1 = 1. One can see
that the magnetospheric radius to the left of the star, rm1 ≈ 2.4, is
smaller than to the right, rm2 ≈ 3. The asymmetric nature of the

magnetospheric surface is also seen in Fig. 8 (right-hand panel).
Top panel of the figure also shows that the funnel streams have a
finite width and some matter starts flowing to the funnel from larger
radii, r ≈ 3–4.

Matter moves to the funnel flow due to the gravitational force,
which dominates over the centrifugal force (in our case of a slowly
rotating star). The lifting of matter to |z| > 0 to the funnel starts
at the radius where the azimuthal motion of the inner disc matter
slows down due to an interaction with the magnetosphere. This oc-
curs at r ≈ 4–5. The magnetosphere is small, while the disc has a
finite thickness due to the turbulent nature of the flow. Hence, the
magnetosphere is not a large obstacle for the flow of matter towards
the star.12 The matter pressure gradient force also contributes to the
lifting, though the role of this force is not as significant as in the
case of the aligned dipole (e.g. Romanova et al. 2002; Campbell
2010). Note that axisymmetric simulations of the MRI-driven ac-
cretion were performed at a much lower, realistic temperature in

12 Note that the situation is different in cases of much large magnetospheres
of X-ray pulsars and strongly magnetized white dwarfs in cataclysmic vari-
ables, where the height of the magnetosphere may be orders of magnitude
larger than the thickness of the disc.

C⃝ 2012 The Authors, MNRAS 421, 63–77
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2012 RAS
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仮定） 
　- α-viscosity (no B field) 
　- 輻射の拡散近似 
　- コンプトン散乱を無視 
　- 相対論効果を無視

弱磁場中性子星

Ohsuga ’07

83-4 Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan (2016), Vol. 68, No. 5

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional diagrams displaying mass and energy flows of supercritical column accretion at the elapsed time of t = 0.0335 s. The two
left-hand panels (a) and (b) show the structure of a column within r = 37 km, whereas the two right-hand panels (c) and (d) are magnified views of
the innermost region enclosed by the gray squares in the left-hand ones. In each pair of panels, the left-hand panels (a) and (c) show matter density
color contours overlaid with matter velocity, while the right-hand ones (b) and (d) show color contours of radiation energy density overlaid with
radiation flux in the laboratory frame (i.e., F 0 + vE0). The radial profile of the radiation luminosity leaked from the side of accreting column with an
area of !S ≡ 2πr sin θ!r is shown in the inserted figure, where !r ∼ 0.2 km is the mesh spacing. (Color online)

luminosity (≃2 × 1038 erg s−1) at r < rshock, where
!S ≡ 2πrsin θ!r with !r being the mesh spacing (!r ≈
0.2 km near the NS surface). The total luminosity amounts
to L ∼ 6 × 1040 erg s−1 ∼ 300LE, as explicitly shown later.

In order to check how physical quantities vary as matter
falls in the settling region, we plot the azimuthally aver-
aged gas density and velocity in figure 2. We find that
mater density gradually increases downward by about two
orders of magnitude, while the absolute value of gas velocity
decreases downward by roughly the same orders of mag-
nitude. These gradual changes arise, since we azimuthally
averaged the physical quantities, and since the shock sur-
face is not parallel to NS surface but is tilted (see figure 1).
Note also that the radiation entropy displayed in the bottom
panel shows a hump with a plateau shape below the shock
region, indicating that energy dissipation really occurs there
and that dissipated energy directly converts to radiation,
with very little becoming gas. (Note that the gas entropy
is very small, compared with the radiation entropy.) The
plateau’s shape indicates that the radiation gains entropy
from gas and loses entropy via outgoing radiation at
similar rates.

We have so far confirmed that supercritical accretion
actually occurs through the accretion column. The next
issue is to clarify how it occurs despite huge radiation

Fig. 2. (Top) Azimuthally averaged radial profile of the matter density
and the velocity at the elapsed time of t = 0.0335 s. Each quantity is
averaged in the θ direction, e.g., 2π

! θout
0 ρr2 sin θdθ/(2π

! θout
0 r2 sin θdθ).

A weak shock formed at r ∼ 13 km separates the upper, nearly free-fall
region (shaded region) and the settling region, in which gas is dras-
tically decelerated by the radiation pressure and thus matter is being
accumulated. (Bottom) Same as the top panel but for gas entropy and
radiation entropy.

energy density accumulating on the NS surface. For this
purpose, we examine how the conversion of gas energy
into radiation occurs using figure 3. Here, the plotted
quantities are either the volume-integrated energy
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Kawashima ‘16

Romanova ’12

超臨界降着円盤と磁気圏の相互作用は？ 
一般相対論的輻射磁気流体シミュレーション

仮定） 
　- 大局計算 
　　　輻射冷却・輻射力を無視 
　      = 低い降着率を仮定 
   - 局所計算 
　　　円盤と磁気圏の相互作用を無視 
　　　自由落下を仮定　



Accretion onto Magnetized NS

NSより遠く: 超臨界降着円盤が形成 
NS付近に磁気圏が形成

GRRMHD計算: 電子散乱、熱的コンプトン、制動放射、シンクロトロン放射を考慮
1.4太陽質量半径10km中性子星, 磁場強度B0=1010 G、中性子星の回転を無視、軸対称を仮定

Takahashi &  Ohsuga ’17, ApJL 



時間平均した流線



時間平均した流線



時間平均した流線

interface (r≡RT~3Rs)
interaction between the disk (magnetic field) 
and dipole magnetic field (magnetosphere)



角
運
動
量

密度の半径-角運動量分布 粘性パラメータαの半径-角運動量分布

interaction between disk and dipole field

disk
disk

magnetosphere

Takahashi &  Ohsuga ‘17

corona/
outflow corona/

outflow

magnetosphere

truncation at 3R* truncation at 3R*

○円盤 (r > 3R*): 
  ガスはケプラー回転 
  α パラメータは 0.01 <~ 0.1　←従来の円盤計算と無矛盾の結果 
○磁気圏半径(r=3R*, β=1) 
  角運動量は急激に減少しNS表面でほぼ０に 
  α パラメータは0.1を超える←非常に効率的な角運動量輸送が働く



Angular momentum flux
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Spin up rate
Takahashi &  Ohsuga ‘17

outward flux

inward flux

inward flux

sphere with 
 radius r

disk
NS

momentum flux

Anglar momentum  
transfered to NS

r>3R*: MRIによる外向きの角運動量輸送 
R<3R*: 双極磁場を通した内向きの角運動量輸送 
中性子星の回転周期を１秒と仮定するとスピンアップ率は 3x10-11 s s-1. 
　←観測されるULX pulsarと無矛盾の結果に



spin up rate

magnetospheric radius

B pressure rad. pressure

NS

MS radius

Takahashi &  Ohsuga ApJL ‘17

Watarai & Fukue ’99

- 円盤が途切れる半径で円盤の輻射圧=双極磁場の磁気圧

-円盤が途切れる半径での角運動量が全てNSに持ち込まれると仮定

シミュレーションから円盤の途切れる半径とスピンアップ率

議論: ULX Pulsarのスピンアップ率



B0

ρ0

1010G

1011G

10-1g/cm-310-2g/cm-3 100g/cm-3

全体構造
強磁場

降着率大

ρ Er

ρ Er ρ Er

ρ Er

ρ Er

円盤降着

大きな磁気圏



磁気圏半径
磁気圏半径

→降着率大

磁
気
圏
半
径

中性子星半径

磁場強度大

強磁場、低降着率で磁気圏半径大 
スケーリングは一次元モデルによく一致



まとめ
中性子星の2.5次元一般相対論的輻射磁気流体計算を実施 

弱磁場中性子星 
- アウトフローパワーはBHよりも高い(同程度の　 に対して) 
- NS近くでは輻射エネルギーは大きいが輻射力は重力以下に抑えられる 
強磁場中性子星 
- 中性子星表面に降着柱が形成 
- 降着中にはガスが溜まり、輻射圧で支えられた構造を持つ 
- 降着柱・円盤上空にアウトフローが形成 
- アウトフローは主に輻射によって加速 
- 磁場強度、降着率を変えてパラメータサーベイを実施 
　強磁場、低降着率ほど大きな磁気圏を形成 
　←磁気圏半径の大きさは「双極磁場磁気圧=円盤内の輻射圧」で説明できる 
課題 
-  3次元効果(磁気的レイリーテイラー不安定、磁軸と円盤回転軸の傾き) 
-  NSの回転効果→パルスがみえるのか？


